Does the resident USUALLY need assistance (physical, verbal/non-verbal cueing, setup/clean-up) to complete the self-care activity?

NO

INDEPENDENT

CODING SECTION GG - MDS 3.0 (revised per RAI manual Oct 2018)

YES

Does the resident USUALLY need only setup or clean-up assistance FROM one HELPER?

NO

Code 05
Setup or clean-up

Does the resident USUALLY need only verbal/non-verbal cueing, or TOUCHING, STEADY, CONTACT GUARD ASSISTANT FROM ONE HELPER?

NO

Code 04
Supervision or touching

Does the resident USUALLY need lifting assistance or trunk support with ONE helper providing less than half of the effort?

NO

Code 03
Partial/moderate assistance

Does the resident USUALLY need lifting assistance or trunk support with ONE helper providing more than half of the effort?

NO

Code 02
Substantial/maximal assistance

Does the helper provide all the effort to completed activity? Or the assistance of 2 or MORE HELPERS?

NO

Code 01
Dependent

Why the activity was NOT attempted?

Code 88
NOT ATTEMPTED due to medical condition or safety concerns

Not resident’s best performance

Nor the resident’s worst performance

Code 09
NOT APPLICABLE, if the resident did not perform this activity prior to the current illness, exacerbation, or injury

Code 10
NOT ATTEMPTED due to due to environmental limitations (e.g., lack of equipment, weather constraints)

Code 07
Resident REFUSED to complete the activity

Record the resident’s usual performance
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